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all
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Research topic: Observation of star formation processes,
especially feedback, shocks, early stage of massive star formation

My course

First 17 years: born and education in Daklak, Vietnam
+5 years: The Netherlands, aerospace engineering and earth
observation
+2 years: Bonn, Germany, Astrophysics
+3 years: Saclay, France, Astrophysics
+3 years: Toronto, Canada, Astrophysics
+2 years: Tokyo, Japan, Astrophysics + astronomy development
+1 years: Daejeon, Korea, Astrophysics + astronomy development
Now: Toronto, astrophysics + earth observations

Condition for growth
I strongly believe in collaboration and co-habitation is the
conditions for growth
Isolation means Extinction

Conditions for collaboration
Quantity
Diversity --> Individual
Quality
Ecosystem --> Group

Growing models
Converging growing model
- Start from building up individuals
- Then building up ecosystem
- Individuals need to work together
- Ex: US, European astronomy in the past
Diverging growing model
- Start from building the infrastructure for the ecosystem
- Then training/creating individuals
- Need a good central support and vision from goverments
- Ex: Korea astronomy, Thai astronomy

Vietnam falls into the converging growing model

Current State of Vietnamese Astrophysics
Quantity: > 50 individuals at all maturity levels
Diversity in research topics: ranging from earth observations,
planet formation, exoplanet, star formation, galaxy formation,
large-scale-structure formation, cosmology
Diversity in techniques and approachs: observations at all
wavelengths, laboratory, theory, numerical simulation
Diversity in georgraphical distribution: North, Middle, South
Vietnam, abroard in Europe, Asia, North America
Diversity in connection and schools: trained in Europe, Asia,
North America
Quality: International standards and also worldwide fame such
as Kavli prizes, Unesco prizes, head of NASA Instrumentation
groups...

What we need: An ecosystem for cohabitation
A good ecosystem:
●
Friendship
●
Collaborative
●
Integrity
●
Honesty
●
Objectivity

●
●
●
●

Creative and Innovative
Perfectionism
Carefulness
Openness

Traditionally, we are not used to build such an ecosystem
But now is our chance because:
- Astronomy is a new field, we start from crash in Vietnam
- Most of us are young, currently abroad
- We all learn the qualities of being a good researcher

My takes for starting a good ecosystem
As individuals
increase the friendship and collaboration through regular
workshop/conference (like this one)
increase the collaboration among us by searching
collaborators among the VNese
maintain good connection with foreign institutes and home
institutes
Propagate passion to others and younger generation, help
them secure positions (students, postdoc...)
Propagate passion to others and younger generation, help
them secure positions (students, postdoc...)
Improve ourselves: scientifically, morally, culturally..

My takes for starting a good ecosystem
As a group
Find a common goal among the largest group of us.
Example: building a common project that most of us can
contribute

Work on conceptual projects, for example:
- Observations: Design a new observatory/instrument that is
costly and require multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional
approach
- Theory & numerical simulation: Work on a large scale
project that require large computing infra-structure and can
interface with observation, theory, numerical simulation

Example: Thai astronomy development

With not so many astronomers at the beginning, they
proceed extremely fast in building infrastructures and create
new generation of astronomers with full of external and
open collaboration

Example: Korea astronomy development
With a far vision, they built a state-of-the-art
14m radio telescope 30 years ago without any
radio astronomer in the country
The telescope is being used just now

Korea joins ALMA a few year ago without
any funding and now they establish a
strong node in South-East Asia

What should we learn and do?

Work together
Have a far vision to cultivate the next generation
Invest also in the society besides strengthen yourself
Which means:
We need to save some times for development beside your own
research, especially permenant staffs

Roadmap
Working group --> Conceptual idea & project --> Project proposal
and fund seeking --> Project execution

The whole process takes decades and produce no paper but it
creates an excellent infrastructure and thought framework for the
next generation
One we have a clear idea, it is more convincable to ask for funding

Roadmap for the Vietastro group,
inclined toward radio observatory

Create working sub-groups to identify what we have, where we are.
For example:
- The interstellar medium group
- The observation group
- The instruments/observation groups
- The theory group
...anything
Individuals in the sub-groups collaborate to identify the most
interesting and long-term project that they should work in the next
decade and will benefit the next generation
- My inclination is toward building a common radio observatory or
contribute to take part in any international experiments
- Because this likely involves multi-disciplinary people, multiinstitutional involvement

Roadmap for the Vietastro group,
inclined toward an ALMA data center
Vietnam as the ability to open an ALMA data center:
- More than 10 astronomers working with ALMA archive data
- Japan is willing to offer us their own time (we still need to
compete with East Asian astronomers)
- Cost-effective but high scientific value project
- Japan can help us train the personnels
- We need to provide a few staffs dedicated to ALMA work such as
data reduction, support for Vietnamese astronomers in writing
proposal, making data...
If institute/center/person want to pursue this idea, let me know

Conclusion

Collaboration means working together for a better future, so we
need to sacrifice part of our own work

Thank you

